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Angular Distributions for C"(d, n) N14t'
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Angular distributions of neutrons corresponding to transitions to the &st (2.31 Mev) and second (3.9
Mev) excited states in the reaction C"(d,rz)N" have been measured at an incident deuteron energy of
1.3 Mev. A time-of-Right technique utilizing the associated gamma ray as a trigger was employed to separate
the various neutron groups. Because the data, particularly for the erst excited state transition, exhibited a
relatively large intensity in the backward direction, a simple deuteron-stripping process is not sufHcient to
account for the results. An analysis which included the heavy-particle stripping mode was consistent with
the data.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

l
'HE reaction C"(d,zz)Nr4 has been studied pre-

viously'; however, many of the investigations
have concentrated upon the determination of the

energy levels of N'4. Some attempt has been made' to
make Butler' fits to the angular distributions.

The angular distributions of the neutrons correspond-

ing to transitions to the first and second excited states
exhibit a relatively high intensity at the backward
angles. As a result a detailed investigation of the angular
distributions has been ma, de at a deuteron bombarding

energy of 1.3 3Lev.
The nucleus C" should not. undergo a heavy-particle

stripping' of the outer p; neutron because of parity
conservation. Therefore, if the large intensity at
backward angles is to be interpreted as a process in

which some of the emitted neutrons originate in the
C" nucleus, one must consider contributions from the
p„shell.

A time-of-Qight spectrometer based upon the design
of Neilson and Sample' was constructed to study these
angular distributions.

Since the gamma ray which is used to initiate the
timing circuits a,rises from transitions between a 0(+)
and a 1(+) state, the gamma neutron correla, tion for a,

fixed neutron angle is isotropic. Therefore this time-of-

Qight technique utilizing a fixed gamma-ray counter at
90' to the reaction plane enables one to measure a true
neutron angular distribution.
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The time-of-Qight spectrometer was set up to utilize
the gamma ray associated with the 2.312-3,Iev state as
a trigger. Since this gamma ray represents the decay
from a spin-zero state, the &s—y correlation is isotropic;
and therefore an angular distribution taken in coin-
cidence with this gamma ray represents a true angular
distribution.

The gamma detector consisted of a 1-,'-inch diameter,
I-inch thick NaI(Tl) crystal mounted upon an RCA-
6342 phototube. This detector was located 12 cm above
the target at 90' to the reaction plane. Although the
NaI(Tl) does not provide maximum time resolution
for the spectrometer, it does provide the energy
resolution needed for gamma-ray selection. A side
gating channel was used to select the 2.31-3lev photo-
peak from the NaI(T1).

Because the neutron counter must be a large distance
from the target in order to obtain sufhcient time
resolution, a large 2-in. &&5-in. )&24-in. Pilot 8 plastic
scintillator was employed as a neutron detector. This
scintillator was oriented with the long dimension

perpendicular to the plane of the reaction and with the
scintillator face bisected by the reaction plane. The
scintillator was viewed through one end by an RCA-
7046 photomultiplier which was coupled to the scintil-
lator by means of a tapered light pipe 4 inches in length.

The neutron Bight path was 1 meter in length and the
neutron detector was tilted' 7' with respect to the
perpendicular to compensate for the time of transit of
light emitted at the far end of the scintillator.

Further side gating of the proton recoil pulses from
1.4 to 3.6 3Iev kept the accidental background within

workable limits;
The C" targets were made by cracking C"-enriched

methyl iodide on a nickel backing. The targets used in

these experiments were kindly made available to us by
the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory.

In Fig. 1 a typical time-converter spectrum is shown.
The nonlinearity in the time scale for short delays is

caused by the unequal sensitivity of the two control
grids'of the 68X6 converter tube. '
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ANALYST OF THE DATA

Since the settings for the neutroi1 side gate remained
6xed for all runs, the efficiency of the side gating system
varied as a function of observation angle. "I'he number
of counts in the peak of a time spectrum is proportional
to the integral of the .recoil proton spectrum between
thc llIIlits sct by thc side-gating systcITl. If thc scintilla-
tion crystal is large enough so that end eRects ma, y be
neglected, the integrated spectrum is a linear function
of proton recoil energy. ' This linear relationship may
be expressed by

X= —(.Vo/Eo) 8+.3'0,

where iV =th e number of recoil protons with energy
above E,, E0= the incide11t neutron energy, and )Vo= the
total nuxQbcr of rcco11 pI"otons. If kB and JEj8$ are
known for the scintillating material, then H irk's
ormula may be used to express Xo in terms of 5' and

pulse height. dE/dh was calculated using the method of
Hirschfelder and Magee, 'in which the formula (CioHii) „
was used for Pilot B.

6' ~. D. Swartz, G. E. ONen, and 0, Ames, U. S. Atomic Ener
Commission Report NY0-2053, 1957 I'unpublisIMd).' J. . Hirschfelder and J. I.. Magee, Phys. Rev. 73, 207 (1948).

I

.VAtL1 no upper limit used on the neutron side gate
thc number of counts in a tlInc-spcctruIQ peak is taken
as a function of the setting of the lower limit for seger;i, l

incident neutron energies. These curves were extra-
polated to zero counts for each incident energy, The
experimental points so obtained. were used to establish
a kB value of 0.012 mg/kev-cm' for Pilot B.

The correction factor to the data is

(IVO/V) =1'0/(P„,,„P„„„), —

p
1+kBd F/dx

I', . is the sinaller -of the two quantities, (1) Pg and
( ) the maximum pulse height allowed by the side
gate „ I';„is the minimum pulse height allowed by the
side gate.

FLIC data were also corrected for the center-of-lnass
transformation and for the variation in 'detector
CAlcienc due ty e to a variation in &i —p cross section.
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FIG. 2. Angular distribution for
C"(d n)N" (2.31 Mev).
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6ts shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Angular distributions for the 6rst and second excited
state neutrons, at a bombarding energy of l.3 Mev, are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

The data were analyzed using the dual-mode stripping
theory as given by Edwards. For the heavy-particle
stripping mode of the theory the "last" neutron is
separated from the target nucleus and the residual
core is captured by the deuteron to form the Anal

excited state. It shall be shown that if a shell-model
conlguration (neglecting the closed s shell) of P;(Pt)s
is used for the C" ground state and (p1) '(p1) ' is
used for the second excited state of N",' then with
J—J coupling the Pi neutron of C" cannot be used as
the "last" neutron.

Consider the (d,n) reaction from the ground state of
C"(', ) to the 6r-st excited state of N"(0 ). If the pi
neutron were removed from the C", the core would have
spin zero and even parity. Conservation of parity would
require the coupling of deuteron and core with even.
angular momentum. However, it is impossible to couple
the spin of the deuteron with any even angular momen-
tum and obtain a resultant of zero.

For reactions which leave the N'4 nucleus in the
second excited state, a spin Rip would have to ac-
company the stripping process if the p1 neutron were
removed. It will be possible to fit the data without
assumIng a spin Alp.

The calculated distributions used to 6t the data werc

I d(r (8)(dQ]g, t, ~ Gg'fd' (krRg)+28. 4xsG+f~(ksRs)
—10.1xGgfg(k,R,)GIr f~(ksRs) cosP,

)do (8)/dQ)s„d ~ 6$'fg'(k rRr)+ 28 4$'GrI f~'(ksRs)
4.1xGgfd (krRr)G~—fIr (ksRs) cosy,

where the notation is that of reference 6. A delta-
function approximation to the interaction potential
was not used to generate the f's but rather the method
of the kinematic factor' was used. The Qts obtained
are shown by the solid curves in Figs. 2 and 3, where the
values of the adjustable parameters are shown in
Table I.

An analysis such as the one presented is naturally
subject to the quahfication that various distortion
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eGects have been neglected. Indeed it has been demon-
strated" that the distortions can produce a measurable
modi6cation of the angular distributions. The results
thus give a qualitative agreement only with the
possible presence of "heavy-particle stripping. "

It should be kept in mind, however, that the sim-

ple "forward" stripping analysis was found to hold
qualitatively for many years before a distorted-wave
calculation was attempted. In the same manner the
"heavy-particle" stripping amplitude represents a
primary process while the distorted-wave anaiysis is
only a modilcation of the fundamental mode of the

' I,. C. Siedenharn et a/. , Phys. Rev. 104, 383 (1956); %V.

Tohocman, Phys. Rev. 115, 98 (1959),

reaction. Because in many instances there is good
reason to believe that the heavy-particle-stripping
cross sections are large, it is essential that the analysis
in terms of distorted waves include this amplitude.
Otherwise, the resulting computation cannot be con-
sidered to provide a realistic result.
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